
FUNAI DRAGS ITS HEELS OVER YANOMAMI PARK. 
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Early in September, a meeting was held 1n Boa Vista, capital of the 
territory of Roraima, to discuss future strategies of assistance 1n the 
Yanomam1 area. Chaired by the heads of FUNAI's Ist (Amazonas) and 10th 
(Roraima) Regional Delegacies, the occasion was supposed to fac111tate 
a rec1procal flow of 1nformation between the various agencies involveds 
FUNAI its;elf, the Unevangelized Field Mission (MEVA), the New Tribes 
Mission of Brazil (NTB), the Army's Special Frontier Battalion (BEF), 
the Catholic Salesian and Consolata mlssions, and The Commission for 
the Creation of the Yanomami Park (CCPY). 

In theevent, there was little evidence of any serious intention to 
discuss in depth the implications of future policy in the area. FUNAI's 
proposals were not released to the public before the meeting, which made 
it difficult to conduct any informed dtscussion of their content when 
they were suddenly unveiled. Most of the ensuing debate was cleverly 

T°' directed by FUNAI personnel towards relatively minor matters, 'SUch as 
the location of the administrati~e HQ for the Yanomami area, and much 
political capital was made of the supposed pol1cy split between "liberal11 

and 11hardlíne" fact1ons 1n FUNAI, represented respectively by the chief 
officers of the 10th and Ist Regional ~elagacies. 

The Protestant m1ssionar1es, for their part, were only interested in 
one major issue - an authorization to remain in the area and expand their 
infrastructure - a concern that is perhaps understandable, given that a 
strong current of opinion exists at FUNAI headquarters in Brasília in 
favour of their ultimate expulsion and replacement by lay personnel. 
Hav1ng been promised a free hand to continue spread1ng the gospel, both 
MEVA and NTB m1ssionar1es were prepared to take a back seat while FUNAI 
made the running and the Catholic missions and CCPY attempted to 1nject 
some urgency into the debate. Though the exercise, in the end, seemed 
to have been arranged by FUNAI for principally cosmetic purposes, its 
sponsers had failed to invite even a single Yanomami Indian. So 
ingrained is the paternalism of those accustomed to dealing with the 
Yanomami, that virtually all of those present at the meeting seemed 
genuinely taken back when Claudia Andujar of the CCPY suggested that 
Indian representatives be included in future gatherings. It was not 
as if there were no reason for including Indian spokesmen. 
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Many of the pol1cy gu1de-11nes put forward at Boa vista were in fact 
quite controversial, despite FUNAI attempts to portray offic1al thinklng 
1n the most human1tarian of terms. The fate of the 10% of the Braz111an 
Yanomami population left out of the area 11interdicted" by the ministerial 
decree of 9th March, 1982, provides one case in point. A substant1al 
portion of this populat1on lives in small, discontnuous Indian areas 
wh1ch were legally established in 1978 - notably in the Ajaraní and 
Catrlmanl drainages - and the Consolata mission and the CCFY have 
repeatedly pressed for the uniflcation of these areas in3a slngle 
reserve contiguous w1th the main Yanomami area. The tone of the dis 
cussion 1n Boa Vista, however, seemed to indicate that the ultimate 
FUNAI strategy will be to" attract11 these groups away from their home 
lands and into the area of the future Park. This was stated explicitly 
by the President of FUNAI ln Brasília ata subsequent meeting with the 
CCPY, which woÚld seem to 1nd1cate tBat the concessions made 1n this 
respect 1n Boa Vista - a Ero forma local acceptance of the Consolata 
proposals regarding the unification of the Ajaraní and Catrimani 

,r--. ~eserves - were intended more as a temporary pacifying gesture than as 
- a binding pol1cy decision. 

Similar spo111ng tactics were also brought to bear on other issues which 
threatened to polarize opinion at the meeting in Boa Vista. Principal 
among these wes the question of what type of infrastructure FUNAI would 
ult1mately establish ln the Yanomami area. Arguing on the basis of ethno 
graphic data that the Yanomami are characterized by a h1gh degree of 
spatial mol111ty, the CCPY representatives suggested that medlcâl and 
other assistance be provided by mobile teams with major operational base 
oamps located outside the Indian area. soas to avmid any unnecessary 
sedentarizat~on of the Yanomam1. An evident unwillingness to ~onsider 
such 11unrealistic11 proposals was sponsored by the content of the oficial 
report of the meeting submitted by the 10th Regional Delegacy to FUNAI 
1n Bras!liá. ln this document, nota single mention is made of the CCPY's 
recommendations for mobile teams. In their place, decision makers are 
expected to implement all the standard FUNAI panaceas for the Indian 
qúestion s increased physical and bureaucratic infrastructure, large 
scale agricul tural pro jects, repressi ve 1' fiscàlizatinn" and 11vigi Lanc e" 

r- of outs1ders, etc. 

In this respect at least, FUNAI can count on the tacit support of most 
of the missionaries 1nvolved1 s1nce the latter are likewise engaged in 
establishing substant1al fixed presences in the area, and share the same 
stratagy of building upa subm1ss1ve clientele among the Indian groups 
nearby. This clientelism, expressed 1n terms of the supply of medical 
services and trade goods, greatly facil1tates the work of religious 
proselytism or the FUNAI style of State-sponsored 11integration11• It 
undoubtably has a negative impact on the Yan~mami cultural autonomy and, 
through 1ts distruption of trad1t1onal settlement patterns, ultimately 
produces an impoverishmentof the regional, ecology and leads to the creation 
of economic dependence. Not surpr1s1ngly, the emphasis of the CCPY on 
mobile health teams was countered repeatedly during the Boa Vista meeting 
by explanations o t' the "need II for fixed d1spensar1es, s í.nc e 1 t is these 
which ultimately justify in terms of world opinion the establishment of 
such ethnocidal enterprises as rel1g1ous missions and FUNAI posts. No 
explanation ~as given, however, of the failure of most missions and 
posts to provide medical assistance in anything but an extremely reduced 
area ln the immediate vicinity of their lnstallations. 
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Indeed, the 1982 CCFY Report had pointed to certa1n clear cases of 
negligeance in health matters, points which were taken up at the Boa 
Vista meeting~ On being questioned about inadequate medical coverage 
1n the Cauaboris and Marauiá drainage in Amazonas State, the Salesian. 
representative claimed that such act1v1t1es were normally handled by 
the nuns of his order, not the priests, and that the Bishop of the Rio 
Negro had not yet authorized the establishment of convents in either 
of these missions. Salesian nuns are not allowed to work on their own, 
away from the clo1sters, and Salesian priests are not trained 1n anything 
save the most rudimentary first aid. The missionaries 1n Mararuiá felt 
that a solution might be found in the contracting of lay health workers, 
and expressed an encouraging opposition to the idea of installing the 
kind of top-heavy infrastructure which has characterized other areas of 
Salesian activity. 

--Another issue which united missionaries and FUNAI was the need to seal 
hermetically the Yanomami area against the moral dissolution supposedly 
resulting from penetration by undesirable outsiders. While the threat of 
introduced diesease is real enough, 1t is also clear that a purely 
repr~~~~ve police-state attitude w111 never produce a definitive solution 
to the problem of infiltration all along the eventual Yanomami Park's 
extensive borders. Mineral prospecting, in particular, is actively 
promoted by the governor of the territory of Roraima and both iocal 
political parties (PDS and FMDB), whose campaign literature is full of 
calls to reopen the mines in Ind1an areas and limit the powers of FUNAI. 
A suggestion from the CCFY that it would be best to involve representatives 
of mining interests in d1scuss1ons about the future of the Yanomam1 Park 
was greeted with derisions "Impossible:11 replied the FUNAI delegate 
from Amazonas, perhaps fearing that democratic practices of this sort would 
expose a little too obviously the contradictions between Brazil's · 
federal bureaucracies and the political groups wh1ch support the present 
government in h1nterland areas. Clearly it is considered more opportune 
that FUNAI should maintain its much-publicized but largely ineffective 

r""-persecution of small-time prospectors - drawing cooing approval from the 
missionaries 1n the process - while coming to a longer-term accomodation 
with large mining concernsbehind closed doors. 

Unexpected support fo~ the CCPY position came fromthe captain of the 
Special Frontier Battalion (BEF) who had recently been in charge of 
repressive operations in the region of the Uratanin diamond finds, on 
the upper river ~raricaá. Describing the very real d1ff1culties of 
patrolling an area characterized by heavy rainforest cover, mountainous 
terrain, and the close proximity of the Venezuelan border, he stated 
that it would be virtually impossible to prevent the entry of the 
highly 1ndiv1dual1st1c and resourceful prosepectors who operate on the 
fringe of the Yanomami area. Though districts of cort3:mtrated m1ning 
(such as the CODESAIMA goldfield 1n Santa Rosa, on the lower Uraricaá) 
could be sealed off in m111tary operations, the same was not true of 
isolated alluvial deposits of the kind exploited by pioneering gold- and 
diamond-panners. These prospectors are mainly Brazilians, but many never 
theless have chosen to base their oper.ation in Venezuela, where they 
receive better prices for their produce and can charter light aircrafts 
to cross the border and drop supplies. His suggestion was that the 
Yanomami of the Uraricaá, who are already accustomed to working mineral 
deposits on behalf of outside prospectors, should be encouraged to take 
over the operation in its entirety themselves. Sensing a new source of 
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income, this proposal was enthusiastically received by FUNAI, though 
the CCPY pointed out that the crux of the matter lay 1n the exact manner 
1n which Indian involvement was established. 

Recent reports from Roraima indicate increased police activity ln the 
_Santa Rosa d1str1ct, where the number of gold prospectors has dropped from 
300 (early September) to 200 (early November). Rumour has it that a 
general clean-up of the area w111 be effected after the 15th November 
elections, posslbly as a prelude to the 1nstallat1on of a government 
supervised mining operation, w1th or without lndian participation. In 
any case, gradual penetration of the Yanomami area by outsiders will 
inevitably continue on other fronts. A handful of prospectors were 
recently encountered 1n the Ajarani drainage, for example, and ln Amazonas 
state the exploitation of piassava palm-fibre via the settlement of 
Araquem shows no sign of abating. It remains to be seen if FUNAI will 
ever assume its constitutional obl1gat1on to explain the nlceties of the 
Indian question to the surrounding population in a non-coercive manner, 

.,-or whether its agents will continue to operate in bully-boy fash1on 
_3upported by the Federal Police. 

In the two months since the Boa Vista meeting, the plans to set upa 
c e.rt ra L coord1nating body for the Yanomam1 area seem to have ground to 
a hal~:;.-.,~-~"1.;1-d:.t_h_13 follow-up consultations wi th the CCPY promised by the 
Pres1det~t-- o"f ·PúNAX ·:-1 n early September have failed to materialize. 
Elections will be followed by year-end and Carnival holiday periods, which 
are not propitious to the launching of new 1nit1atives 1n Brasília. When 
thepolltical season reopens again 1n March, nane of the contradictions 
apparent during the September meeting in Boa Vista will have undergone 
any really substantial change. FUNAI will remain at loggerheads with 
local political interests, as well as with other federal agencies, and 
the 1nd1genist bureaucracy itself will face the formidable task of 
establ1sh1ng a unified coordinating body for the Yanomam1 area, which is 
at present d1v1ded between two rival and competing regional delegacies. 

The Protestant missionaries, on the other hand, will probably remain 
·, .. ··.· ..... a lmo s t exclusi vely concerned wi th maintaining hegemony 1n the 11 ttle 

0f~-~fdoms which surround their mission stations, and are unlikely to 
mobllize their considerable influence in favour of the eventual creation 
of a Yanomami Park. While the Cathmlic missions are more open to new 
proposals concerning the future of the Yanomami area as a whole, they 
~oo have their own local problems - nuns and medical training in the 
Salesian case, an<fil policy contradictions between ºprogressive11 and 
"traditionalist" clergy 1n that of the Consolata. ln short, despite the 
111nterdiction" of the Yanomami area and the implementation of a sporadic 
vaccination programme, the effective creation of a Yanomami Park is 
almost as distant a possibility as it has ever been. Clearly, it is a 
case of' "back to work as usual" for the CCPY. 
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